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ALPINE CLUB PHOTOGRAPHIC · 
EXHIBITION 1955 

By G. N. CARRELL 

o THE craftsman time is golden. Anyone who has made a 
20 X I 6 print, dodged, faked and spotted it, worked it up and 
mounted it for ef(hibition, will know how quickly this coin is 

spent at the photographic bench ; in the mountaineering field it is 
squandered more quickly still. An eye for country and a grounding 
in the craft should enable most of those who have all the time in the 
day to wait for this sun to set, or that mist to rise so far and no farther, 
to cut a dash among the pictorialists. But with us the climb always 
comes first, photography often taking less than second place. Even 
those of us lucky enough to reach the distant ranges find they have 
to put a scientific study or two before it. It is perhaps something of 
an achievement that we can cover our walls with work of which at 
least half is up to exhibition standard, nor a matter for surprise that 
this show is held up year by year by the handful of members whose 
keenness is matched by their dexterity. 

It has been the reviewer's custom to enter a biennial protest against 
the sacrifice of tone gradation for brilliance when printing from small 
negatives of long-scale subjects, and the large areas of white paper and 
featureless black to which this practice can lead. If this exhortation 
has had any effect it is not apparent, unless it has been to establish two 
opposing camps. The whites were whiter and the blacks blacker than 
ever in the soot-and-whitewash school this year, while the few pic
torialists among us seemed to steep their work even more deeply in the 
sombre tones of academic formalism. Perhaps it would be fairer to 
admit that two legitimate schools exist, each with its appeal, while 
reserving our private praise for those whose \Vork is viable enough to 
flourish naturally between the two extremes. Certainly these hard 
prints make bright patterns that quickly catch the eye and give imagina
tion a nip, killing stone dead any softer prints if they are near ; our 
appreciation goes first to the hanging committee who must have given 
thought to the problem of keeping them apart. 

Mr. J. M. Hartog was the leading exponent of' black and white'; his 
' Pie Sans Nom and Coup de Sabre' is the kind of picture in which 
this treatment may be justified : a contre-jour heavy with cloud adorn
ment, and an attractive composition in which peak and sky pattern are 
cupped within a deeply shadowed foreground. ' Les Bans,' less hard, 
was another receding vista of much charm of cloud, dappled rock and 
glacier, but with a fault committed in the field such as cannot be 
corrected in the dark-room : the annoyingly out-of-focus foreground 
is firmly anchored to th~ climber's rump. The right solution, one 
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feels, is to excise both. The use of pan film and deep filters, while 
invaluable for catching fine cloud effects of this kind, makes more 
difficult the smooth, continuous rendering of tone. The suggested 
method is to make printing a little less hard, then restore brilliance and 
distribute it by covering and working up with ' dope ' and oil colour 
pigment. 

Mr. H. McArthur wears a tie of the same check pattern and perhaps 
with more excuse, since his four photographs were of the Himalaya, 
but still a little loud for our taste. Their interest is largely topical and 
one is enlarged from a Kodachrome. ' Pack Train near Zingsinghar ' 
is good enough in composition to deserve a more careful printing. 

Mr. Roger Chorley, whom we welcome to these walls, seems to be 
rather delicately balanced between the two schools, with the firmer foot 
on some very black rock. ' Pelvoux ' and ' Gran des J orasses ' are 
striking prints, but it is news to us that there are naked outcrops of coal 
in the Savoy foothills and slag-heaps in the Dauphine. The choice of 
print contrast is here surely correct; a softer rendering would have 
taken too much from their strength that in this kind of study could 
not b~ put back by hand work. The remedy is simpler : the lower 
halves of. both these prints needed much less exposure than the upper, 
probably one-third to one-half the total printing time ; the simple 
device of 'shading-up' during enlargement (commonest of devices 
used by pictorialists) would have made good prints into fine ones. 

· ' Aiguille du Plan' covers a short scale, but the tones have been 
stretched to the limits of the paper's range, if not beyond. The snow 
patches are white paper, but too small to matter; even so, this treat
ment gives the subject well photographed and probably under diffi
culties a slightly unreal appearance in which also it loses scale ; it 
could be a model instead of the real thing, in porphyry rather than 
granite. Here one would like to have seen a softer rendering, with a 
coat of dope and a little pigment used to hold tone in the snow. For 
' East Face of the Crocodile ' we have nothing but praise ; a perfectly 
presented action-picture of a climber at grips with a lay-back, of a 
kind and quality too rarely seen on our walls. Mr. Chorley has a flair 
for photography ; let us hope that he will ' see the light ' in the mor
ning of his alpine day and that he and his contemporaries will record 
it for us in pictures such as this for ma~y years to come. 

Also on the black-list, or near its edge, and getting the last ounce 
out of reflection density range, is Mr. H. A. Meyer. In 'Looking 
East from Piz Corvatsch ' the line is crossed in a frame of which more · 
than half is either featureless white or pure black, but his other four 
photographs make bright patterns that are a pleasure to look into. 
' Soglio,' ' The Disgrazia,' and the two of Fuorcla Surlej are of so 
nearly equal merit that it is hard to make a choice ; ' Sunrise from 
Fuorcla Surlej ' is perhaps the best. Yet there is something old
fashioned about all these compositions, and perhaps the lake study 
hints at what it is ; this calls for drastic cropping all round, down to a 
sheet of half the size. Look again at the rest and you find there are 
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attractive alternatives in each to be had by trimming discreetly along 
the margins ; the perspective equivalent, of course, of using a lens of 
greater focal length. 

Turning a rather dazzled eye toward the pictorialists we find that 
our leading exponent has been unable this year to spare us his best 
or even characteristic work. ' Geant Glacier' stands almost alone as 
a worthy product of his craft : a very beautiful print, yet with light so 
dark that it might pass for moonlight, and a large slag-heap in one 
corner furnishing more evidence of Satanic Mills in ·savoy. ' Eiger
kofel ' and ' Gillesmere,' both very black, are little more· than exercises ; 
' Mont Blanc du Tacul,' ' Loft Crag and Gimmer ' and ' Dolomite · 
Skyline' have school-room interest as good compositions in a low key, 
and ' Mont Blanc de Courmayeur ' as a warning of how ·not under any 
circumstances to arrange a picture an inexplicable lapse greatly 
encouraging to lesser fry. A great sugar loaf of a cottage wall~ dull 
and in shadow, blocks the foreground, with a sunlit building it annoy
ingly hides ; neither can establish itself as the centre of interest, and 
we receive no assurance when we lift up our eyes to the shapeless hills 
above. The fourth feature in this unresolved tetrad brings in some 
meaning : a poplar raising a fastigiate exclamation mark of astonishment 
at the strange goings on below. 'Avalanche' can be considered apart, 
both welcome and charming either as a picture of action (so quietly 
composed and gently wrought that it could be called a conversation
piece were the two climbers confronted), or as a portrait study of 
Charles Evans' grave Iberian face. 

Count Ugo di Vallepiana's set were also le~s interesting than those 
of I 9 53. All winter scenes in a restricted key, and bearing an experf 
stamp of facility, they might have been picked at random from numbers 
of others, equally good, without much care to contrast mood or style. 
Mist ri~ing from a snow-bound hamlet to reveal its church's spire gave 
the best impression. 

Mr. B. R. Goodfellow's ' Forbes Arete' and ' Mont Blanc Group ' 
are both long-scale subjects with enough virility to dispense with the 
use of extremes in presentation, the former with two climbers most 
convincingly at work, always a hard photographic feat to bring off. 
'Aig. d'Argentiere N. face ' equally good in a high key; ' Coolin 
Ridge,' another difficult feat of technique, a distant party well grouped 
and placed. But the sky dazzles ; a possible alternative would have 
been to omit the sky and give a stronger printing overall. 

Mr. A. Gregory brings a professional finish and mastery to the 
technical side of his work, to which it has not yet attained in the more 
fundamental one of picture-making. He is clearly not enlarging from 
Kodachromes or the smallest negative format. Each of his four prints 
owes much to its subject, and each is superbly presented. ' On the 
March' is a contre-jour, yet full of the most finely recorded detail, the 
delicate foliage giving especial distinction. Yet how else can one des
cribe the human element stirring among the trees than as a disorderly 
rabble ? The appeal of this picture is not topical but aesthetically 
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connate ; ' people ' should have been left out. ' Mountain and Men ' 
is a magnificent study of the Ripimu peaks. Here man is not vile, 
and a distant group in any formal pattern, of rest or march gives 
scale to the great peaks beyond. But, · if we had a gaggle in the one 
picture, we have a huddle in this. Unless their author has a cynical 
message, these inclusions are a mistake. How different ' The Road to 

. the Mountains ' ; in a low key seven burdened coolies the magic 
number make a significant crescendo in the strangest quadrant of the 
frame, with no more than a background hint of swelling foothill to 
suggest destination and emphasise purpose : a real picture made from 
the barest means. Finally, ' Rita Tensing,' a very fine half-length 
portrait. . 

He who admits into his landscapes the human element does so at his 
own peril. For whatever reasons (and perhaps George Band's psy
chiatrist might be able to make some helpful suggestions here), man at 
once takes charge. The artist must therefore make his figure show 
either repose, or purpose in action, and if he introduces more than one he 
is landed with a pattern which will always ·dominate the other patterns 
in the work. Failure to satisfy these conditions is the commonest kind 
of failure in photographs of climbing. 

Mr. Goodfellow may be cited as a worker who nearly always handles 
his figures well. We have mentioned two examples of failure, and, in a 
different context. Sir John Hunt's ' Schallihorn ' has to be given ·as a 
third. All three of his prints stand alone this year for their excellent 
rendering of ice and snow ; in their picture everything else is out
standingly right, but the four climbers, who are no doubt distinguished 
members of this Club, are, photographically speaking, doing nothing 
in particular and ~ot doing it very well. Fortunately they are remote 
and therefore small, and cannot spare the almost physical pleasure this 
picture provides in its succulent modelling of snow. In' Traverse of 
Mont Blanc ' the appeal again is direct and sensuous, the technique 
irreproachable, but the unusual angle of sight makes the climbers project 
as from a Christmas cake. Sir John's' Tour Noir 'is of all prints shown 
this year the one the reviewer would most like to have taken. It has 
all the virtues, not least that of extreme simplicity, and how easily it 
could have been spoiled by a harsh printing. 

There remains to be mentioned ' A Peak in Hoggar,' strange study 
wandering in scale and which might be of a geological specimen, from a 
hand that usually gives alarming studies of ' Grade VI, 12 pitons ' ; 
and ' Zermatt,' by A. E. Murray. This unambitious snapshot of the 
Monte Rosa Hotel was hung over the mantel. Why not ? If this is 
not the place for such a picture, what is ? ·We ourselves are encouraged 
to show next time an equally simple picture of another hallowed place. 

Messrs. B. R. Goodfellow and Mr. H. Wilson put in a cabinet of 
l{odachrome transparencies. There is no more unflattering way than 
this of showing colour work, and no way that helps the student more. 
We have written before against the use of colour film above the snow
line ; but emulsions are always improving, and Mr. McArthur has 
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a view of the Lyskamm ridge that no lantern slide could approach 
in beauty. Some day we shall have to eat our words in a big and 
general way ; but not yet. The reviewer's method in studying these 
colour frames was to establish one containing, besides ice, snow and 
sky, an appreciable area of bare rock, and which appeared to be perfect 
in rendering. This was 'Aig. du Tour summit.' Not more than a 
tithe of the rest could be held to reach an equal standard, although 
neutral areas of rock were not always available for comparison. Most 
of the rest, say, three-quarters, would have made excellent, perhaps 
' perfectly balanced ' pictures on projection, and under the less stringent 
physiological conditions of ' successive ' contrast. But by ' simul
taneous ' contrast the majority show marked deviations in colour
balance, under-exposure always towards violet, over-exposure towards 
green~ A small group taken under conditions of low red sunlight 
would be unacceptable to some palates, and a small residue were 
appreciably under- or over-exposed as shown by depth as well as 
colour. Yet even in these the error is likely to be no more than 
50 per cent. 

For those working in 35 mm. colour for the first time a suggested 
method would be : estimate exposure with a photo-electric meter using 
the ' high light' method, i.e. measuring the light reflected from a white 
surface held facing the sun ; expose three frames, theoretical ' correct,' 
slightly ·less, slightly more ; the variations being made with the iris 
diaphragm, which is moved rather less than half-way towards adjacent 
stop numbers. Or, alternatively, one may offer as advice as to how to 
succeed in this demanding branch of the craft that of Kipling's art-
master : ' continuez mes enfants.' · 
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